
 



The key to Rome was created with the idea of offering you a personal key to Rome so you
can visit and get to know Rome’s vast cultural heritage in a comfortable and relaxed way. 
Our expert guides, specialized in Art History and Archaeology, will introduce you to Rome’s
most famous and beautiful locations. 

In the last few years The key to Rome has also created a network of specialized guides all
over Italy who can offer you exclusive guided tours of the most important Italian Cities of
Art (Milan, Venice, Florence and Tuscany, Naples and Sicily).

The key to Rome offers individual or group guided tours in different languages as well as
specialized theme itineraries of your choice. Furthermore we can organize business lunches,
meetings, congresses and gala evenings in Rome’s most beautiful and historical museums,
galleries and villas.

You can book your guided tour through our on-line catalogue where you will find all the
information and details of each museum, monument and gallery.

Please enjoy our web-site (www.thekeytorome.it) where you can choose from our special
theme itineraries, tours and fees. You will find also a number of tips and suggestions on our
Lifestyle Blog and on our Instagram page thekeytorome_mag

About us



Guided group or private tours of the most 

Walking tours
Personalized itineraries for curious travelers
Didactic tours for children
Tastings
Cooking class
Bike tours
Pic-nic organization
Birthday parties
Creation of invitations and

Design and creation 

Personal shopper
Stylist
Personal driver
Consulting for travelers
Hotel and restaurant reservations

important museums and galleries

graphic

personalized gadgets

Our services



Corporate events

Guided exclusive tours also " behind closed doors"
Cooking class and wine & food itineraries
Business lunch
Meetings
Seminars
Conventions
Conferences
Cocktail parties
Gala evenings

The key to Rome can organize any kind of personalized business events. Whatever you have in mind we will able to arrange
with professionalism. We will take care of every detail, we will select the right location and the appropriate event or
experience to meet your needs. We will propose a number of creative and personalized solutions to satisfy your expectations. 

That’s what we can do for you:

"The secret to success is to do ordinary things in an unusual way" (John D. Rockfeller)



"There is no surer way
to escape from the
world, than art; but
there is no surer
connection to it than
art." (J.W.Goethe)



Gift experience

The best way to surprise someone special to us is to give them an experience. ...

The key to Rome can help you organize an exclusive artistic journey in the main
Italian cities of art and reserve for you a dinner in a unique location, a wellness
program, a bike ride, a cooking-class ... that will make your gift unforgettable.

Our experiential gifts are presented in the form of boxes containing the "key" to
access the experience, to be lived on the chosen date or according to the preferences
of the recipient.



Social 
"Respect comes from knowledge, and
knowledge requires commitment,
investment, effort".

thekeytorome_mag

thekeytorome

www.thekeytorome.it



Contacts
The key to Rome S.r.l.
Via Carlo Poma, 2 – 00195 – Roma
+39.334.3202344
info@thekeytorome.it


